
35  yrs of right-wing `euroscepticism` 
……….the road to nowhere!  

  Endorsed by two Prime Ministers, several  
   national-daily papers, scores of think-tanks   
   and blogs, hundreds of tory MPs yet failing  
    to win a simple referendum commitment -  
      let alone a UK exit - why?  
         A better question would be `how 
          could it`?  Cont…... PTO  

EU  & NATO joined at the shoulder 
marshalling 21 of its 27 states.  

The `Nobel Peace Prize winner` home to 
2 nuclear armed submarine fleets and 
3 nuclear bomb producers.  Italy,  
Belgium, Germany and Netherlands  
flying nuclear weapons under US 
license.  UK, German & French rival  
industrial-military complexes the  
2nd, 3rd & 4th largest world arms  
exporters - accounting with Italy &  
Sweden for a third of global arms exports.  
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Founding Supporters: Tony Benn, Austin Mitchell MP,   
Alan Sapper  Gen.Sec. ACCT, Alex Falconer & other  
MEPs - 20 Fighting Years 

 U K & EU big money - joined at the hip  
in the single market - source of 60%  

          of the Citys proftits. A charter for subject- 
               tion of the UK & Europe to banking  
                & trans –national corporate power. 
                 Entrenched by judicial free market  
               directives, stability pacts and `Troika` 
             austerity diktats. To take-over, price- 
                 fix, asset strip, outsource & tax evade 
                    at will. 



The British Labour Movement and its allies  
must champion the fight for a referendum - 

 and use it to project the arguments and vision  
of A New Direction for Britain.  
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A New Direction for Britain  
An interventionist Labour Government Must 

 Break the power of the Wall St/City /US & HM Treasury financial complex . 
Foreclose on the private equity, hedge fund, tax haven economy.  

 Take back rail, energy, water, post & telecommunications infrastructure  
into public ownership as part of a national strategy of re-industrialisation. 

 Recover our asset stripped health, education, housing & social services -     
to rebuild the realm of public care. 

 End the UK’s aggressive global posture on behalf of the City / Big Oil  and  
arms producers. Scrap Trident, withdraw from EU, NATO and the European 
Defence Force.  

 Work to restore the authority of the UN for equitable conflict resolution 
and global co-operation. 

B ecause 21C big money IS megabank & TNC domination - and can be  

nothing else!  Decimating Britain - including the small to medium farmers, 

manufacturers, contractors & retailers - of the Tory grass roots!   

 Right-wing Euroscepticism serves to: 

 Bamboozle the Tory faithful.  

 Rally domestic support for UK conflicts with its Franco/German rivals -        
currently fighting to secure the Citys post crash access to the single market.  

 License a deluge of immigrant, foreigner, benefit scrounger hate-mongering. 

 Will never - UKIP included - mount a serious challenge to the core objectives 

of EU - of tieing Europes sovereign states to the single market and NATO 
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